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Notice for Reading

Dear readers and users of the Exhibitor and Exhibit Information of the Third China International Import Expo,

On the basis that exhibitors volunteer to provide relevant information, the China International Import Expo Bureau (hereinafter referred to as the "CIIE Bureau") compiles, not for profit, and freely provides the Exhibitor and Exhibit Information of the Third China International Import Expo (CIIE) (hereinafter referred to the Exhibitor and Exhibit Information) in order to timely provide buyers and relevant units with information about the exhibitors and their exhibits and facilitate the matchmaking and negotiation before the CIIE.

The information on relevant exhibitors, their commodities or services has been provided by corresponding exhibitors of the third CIIE. Meanwhile, such exhibitors will be liable for the truthfulness, accuracy, and validity of what they have provided.

The CIIE Bureau just collects, arranges, and releases relevant information.

When you read or use the Exhibitor and Exhibit Information, please contact the CIIE Bureau timely if any untruthful or unfaithful information is found, for prompt verification and correction. If any suspected illegal condition is found, relevant legal provisions can be referred to for disposal or please immediately contact the CIIE Bureau and we will remind relevant units for rectification.

It is hereby declared.

Contact: zsc@ciie.org
China International Import Expo Bureau
June 2020
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Introduction to Exhibition Area

Taking "Beautiful Life & New Fashion" as the theme and "Green, Low Carbon and Environmental Protection" as keywords, the Consumer Goods Exhibition Area will be designed into six sections with different sub-themes including the Beauty and Cosmetics, Household Goods and Gifts, Intelligent Life & Household Appliances, Maternal & Child Products, Sports and Outdoor Leisure, and Fashion Trends and Works of Art, based on people's current demands for the upgrading of consumption and their yearning for a better, sci-tech and green life. Products and services related to the theme of household cleaning and personal protection will be displayed together, in order to create a brand new exhibition mode for the upgraded experience of consumers through "scenario-based + immersive" design.
ASTTERIA (HK) LTD

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

ASTTERIA, founded by Simon B in Britain in 2011, is also an exhibitor of the second CIIE. It cooperates with diamond manufacturers, top designers and artisans to design and customize dream jewelry for jewelry lovers around the world. Abundant diamonds, gems and excellent processing technology ensure its perfect quality and reasonable price.

Official Website: http://www.astteria.cn

Contact Person: Miss Tao

Contact: 021-61602391

◆ Highlights

“Spirit of Peacock” Yellow Diamond Earrings

The selection of fancy yellow diamond and high-color, high-clarity white diamond with unique setting craft makes earrings shine like peacock's tail feathers.

Picture 1: Product Diagram of “Spirit of Peacock” Yellow Diamond Earrings
12.07K Fancy Light Yellow Diamond Ring

It consists of a 12.07K natural light yellow diamond, set with 8 natural pink diamonds.

Natural Pink Diamond Necklace

This precious and luxury necklace is set with 16 3.56K GIA natural pink diamonds and marquise-cut white diamonds.

Natural Pink Diamond Bracelet

It consists of 2.79K GIA natural pink diamonds.
Colorful Bee-shaped Diamond Brooch

This vivid bee-shaped brooch is set with colorful diamonds.

Picture 5: Advertising Diagram of Colorful Bee-shaped Diamond Brooch
Beta Diamonds Ltd.

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

Founded in 2010 and headquartered in Israel, Beta Diamonds Ltd. is also an exhibitor of the Second CIIE. It mainly runs the wholesale business of loose diamonds. It purchases rough diamonds from the best mines and adopts the first-class cutting techniques.

Official Website: http://www.betadiamonds.com
Contact Person: Zhang Min
Contact: 176543121@qq.com

◆ Highlights

Loose Diamonds and Finished Jewelry

Loose diamonds are processed into jewelry & ornaments. Pictures 6~8: Product Diagrams of Loose Diamonds and Finished Jewelry
MATRO GBJ

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

Founded in 2017, MATRO GBJ has already participated in the first and second CIIE. The "GBJ" is the abbreviation of Global, Boutique and Jewelry, which means the global boutique of jewelry. It attracts 15 fine jewelry and famous designer brands from the United States, Italy, Britain, Denmark, Germany, France, Australia, etc. to provide more diversified choices for high-end and fashionable consumers who value individuality.

Contact Person: Chen Chao
Contact: 13646283765

◆ Highlights

MATROGBJ PT950 Ruby (Emerald, Sapphire) Ring (USA)
19.11g, Main Gemstone 8.52ct Ruby Ring, China Debut
15.95g, Main Gemstone 5.22ct Emerald Ring, China Debut
16.82g, Main Gemstone 6.33ct Sapphire Ring, China Debut
MATROGBJ 14K Gold
Bracelet Set with Rubies
(USA)
18.52g, Main Gemstone
6.27ct Ruby Bracelet.

Picture 10: Advertising Diagram of MATROGBJ
14K Gold Bracelet Set with Rubies (USA)

MATROGBJ 18K Gold
Ring Set with a Sapphire
(USA)
5.4g, 0.61CT Sapphire Ring.

Picture 11: Advertising Diagram of MATROGBJ
18K Gold Ring Set with a Sapphire (USA)
MATROGBJ 18K Necklace (Ring) Set with Beryl (Spain)

4.51 g, Main Gemstone 7.96ct (Ring); 9.79 g, Main Gemstone 7.09ct (Necklace)

Pictures 12 and 13: Advertising Diagram of MATROGBJ 18K Necklace (Ring) Set with Beryl (Spain)

MATROGBJ 14K Gold Enamel Diamond Necklace (USA)

4.75g Enamel

Picture 14: Advertising Diagram of MATROGBJ 14K Gold Enamel Diamond Necklace (USA)
NANIS ITALIAN JEWELS S.R.L.

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

Founded in Vicenza in 1990, Nanis Italian Jewels has infused modern style into the ancient art of Italian jewelry. Craft and design, passion and taste, luxury and innovation, meticulous pursuit of details and taste value, etc. make it unique. Nanis Italian Jewels has participated in the First and Second CIIE.

Official Website: http://www.nanis.it

Contact Person: Vivid Yeung

Contact: vividyeung@ricogems.com

◆ Highlights

Amarcord 18K Gold Diamond Jewelry

This collection of jewelry is made of 18K gold and diamonds. Inspired by the famous 1974 Italian movie *Amarcord*, they recall the shapes and colors of nostalgia. Past, present and future merge together in a dream-like atmosphere. The hand-engraved gold creates the shape of
padding and pillows defined by skillful knurling, like a celebration of passions timelessly repeating.

"Dancing in the Rain" 18K Gold Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry

This collection of jewelry is made of 18K gold, diamonds and natural gemstones. Yellow gold balls with surfaces scratched by the diamond, drops of milky aquamarine, creamy pink opal and rutilated quartz are

Pictures 15~18: Product Diagram of Amarcord 18K Gold Diamond Jewelry

Pictures 19~22: Product Diagram of "Dancing in the Rain" 18K Gold Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry
arranged in warm and long lines with artistic references to the art nouveau era.
“(E) MOTION PETITE” COLLECTION 18K Gold Diamond & Gemstone Magic Jewelry

The “(e)motion petite” collection packs magic into the smallest space. They are magical and modern, feminine and fascinating. The miracle of transformation featuring "two-in-one" offers two different ways to wear the jewelry.

Pictures 23~26: Product Diagrams of “(E) MOTION PETITE” COLLECTION 18K Gold Diamond & Gemstone Magic Jewelry

Alex Sepkus Jewelry 18K Gold Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry

Texture and Sepkus are almost synonymous. Microscopic textures, a signature of Alex's design, are created with custom hammers, which are made according to Alex's specifications. It takes preparation, vision and skill to adopt distinctive hammer's strikes and to transform them into symbolic Sepkus finishes.
Cameo Italiano Jewelry 925 Silver Cameo Jewelry

To reimagine the cameo through the innovation of essential production techniques, thereby offering a luxury object that is accessible yet characterized by the strict choice of materials and the creation which, even now after 50 years in business, rigorously relies on ancient artisanal techniques.

Pictures 31 and 32: Advertising Diagrams of Cameo Italiano Jewelry

925 Silver Cameo Jewelry
RINKAN SILVER CO., LTD.

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

The silver jewelry of RINKAN SILVER CO., LTD. has a unique style of native American Indians. It inherits European and American culture through hand polishing of silver jewelry. Its Cross, Feather and Eagle Collections improve traditional silver making techniques of native American Indians with unique characteristics of artisans. The design blends European medieval elegance with modern fashion elements. It strikes a perfect balance between classic style and fashionable trend. RINKAN SILVER CO., LTD. is an exhibitor of the Second CIIE.

Official Website: http://www.rinkansilver.com/

Contact Person: Ming Min

Contact: 4813723429@qq.com

0081-06-66321231 (Tel.)

0081-06-66321423 (Fax)

◆ Highlights

Cross Silver Jewelry

It embodies the European knight castle culture. The designer's
unrealistic world view, values and unique logical thinking are completely different from those of Asian jewelry brands, completely overturning the client's traditional impression on the visual image of silver jewelry. The tail feathers are shining brilliantly.

Eagle Silver Jewelry

The shiny silver surface is specially blackened during the handmade
process. This treatment not only endows the silver jewelry with a nostalgic sense of beauty, but also improves overall gradation because of the dark and bright contrast on the silver surface.

![Image of Feather Silver Jewelry](image)

Pictures 37, 38 and 39: Product Diagrams of Eagle Silver Jewelry

**Feather Silver Jewelry**

Various design elements of the silver jewelry present a gothic style, a delicate sense of beauty, together with freezing, piercing, and bizarre beauty, displaying the European medieval elegance.
Silver Bracelets

It integrates modern fashionable and classic elements in the simple design and strikes a perfect balance between classic style and fashionable trend.

Bright Feather Silver Jewelry

The shiny silver surface is specially blackened during the handmade process to create the dark and bright contrast on the silver surface and
improve the overall gradation, which combines detachment with passion.

Pictures 46, 47 and 48: Product Diagrams of

Bright Feather Silver Jewelry
VETIVER srl

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

Headquartered in Italy Bergamo Province, Italy, VETIVER srl mainly markets jewelry brands and products in Italy and other European countries by the latest marketing forms. It is also an exhibitor of the second CIIE.

Official Website: http://www.vetiverjewel.com/

Contact Person: Gong Lifeng

Contact: Gary.gong@jardincouture.com

◆ Highlights

Bernd Wolf Jewelry

This product won the 2018 German Design Award and 2017 Red Dot Design Award.

Pictures 49 and 50: Advertising Diagrams of Bernd Wolf Jewelry
Officina Bernardi

These Moon cutting products are newly released in China with Italian patents.

Picture 51: Advertising Diagram of Officina Bernardi
Z DIAMOND USA INC.

◆ Brief Introduction to Exhibitors

Z diamond is established in 2019 and headquartered in Los Angeles. Dedicated to providing better and larger diamonds for consumers, Z diamond is a lab-grown CVD diamond brand and grows the purest CVD undifferentiated from natural diamonds.

Contact Person: Maggi Zhou

Contact: zhoumin@zscvd.com

◆ Highlights

Lab-grown CVD Diamond

This product is newly released in China. Color: D-F; clarity: IF-VS1.

Pictures 52~55: Product Diagrams of Lab-grown CVD Diamonds
Marketing and Advanced Customization of Loose Diamond

This product is newly released in China.

Pictures 56 and 57: Marketing and Advanced Customization of Loose Diamond
Official Website of the CIIE:
https://www.ciie.org/
Service hotline:
+86-21-968888

We are looking forward to seeing you at the third CIIE.